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TECHNICAL PARTS GRAM #59

Saw Cut vs. Fracture Split
There are several different connecting rod styles found in the ISX15 
and QSX15 engine platform. For this discussion, we will be referring 
to drilled style connecting rods for the single piece steel pistons. 

Connecting rods are either saw cut or fracture split design at the 
parting line. Identication of the rods is easy. Look for the drilled hole
in the cap of the in the cap of the fracture split rod. The fracture split rod also has 
serialized numbers etched in the face. Different styles of connecting 
rods have also been found mixed in an engine, so always use caution. 

The The fracture split style rod was rst used in production in October 
2012. However, there were many engines produced prior to October 
that contained fracture split rods, so the ESN might not always be 
accurate as to the rod types the engine has in it. These connecting 
rods use different rod bearing part numbers, and this is where 

assembly errors can happen. Both rod bearings are shown to the right. 
Note the alignment tang locations are similar so if the installer is not 
careful the wrong bearings can be installed in the connecting rod. careful the wrong bearings can be installed in the connecting rod. 

Picture A illustrates properly installed bearings in both rod styles. 
Picture B shows an incorrect installation in the connecting rods.

Always use caution when handling fracture split connecting rods. 
Always keep the rod and cap together. The rod and cap are serialized 
for convenience to help in proper alignment. Any scratch or nick to the 
fractured surface will make the rod unusable as it will compromise 
the fracture joint. Remember there are a nite number of times a 
fracture split rod can be assembled and disassembled before the joint 

loses its proper interaction. 

Before ordering and installing Cummins® ISX15 / QSX15 connecting rod bearings, be aware of the different style rods available.
Failure to do so will result in catastrophic engine damage.
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